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BACKGROUND 

• During the June 6, 2018 TTAC meeting: 
o Member noted a June 1, 2018 Virginian-Pilot article on the 

deactivation of E-ZPass accounts due to inactivity and suggested 
the HRTPO consider sending a letter to VDOT requesting the 
practice not be applied in Hampton Roads. 

o HRTPO Deputy Executive Director stated staff would research the 
issue and report back to TTAC.  

• HRTPO staff coordinated with the VDOT Tolling Division 
Administrator for clarification on Virginia’s E-ZPass 
deactivation policies and procedures. 
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ISSUES 

According to the Virginian-Pilot article: 
• E-ZPass users have “found their accounts deactivated because they 

hadn’t incurred an E-ZPass charge in a while.” 

• This has resulted in: 

o User confusion 

o Users receiving bills for higher tolls than they would have paid 
with an active E-ZPass. 

• A clause on account inactivity “is buried in the fine print of a 2,200-
word user agreement and appears nowhere else.” 

• “E-ZPass says it won’t deactivate accounts in that time period, but will 
wait 12 months to notify a customer and then give 30 days to rectify 
the situation.” 
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VIRGINIA E-ZPASS CUSTOMER AGREEMENT 
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UNCLAIMED PROPERTY 

From Virginia Department of the Treasury Unclaimed Property Division – 
Frequently Asked Questions: 

• How does property become “Unclaimed”? 
In accordance with the Code of Virginia, Uniform Disposition of Unclaimed Property Act (Chapter 11.1 
§§ 55-210.1 – 55-210.30), property becomes unclaimed when the holder has not had contact with the 
owner of the property for a specified period of time.  After the passage of the dormancy period, if 
there has been no activity generated by the owner, the property is then presumed abandoned. 

• What will happen if a holder fails to report and remit by the statutory due 
date? 
Pursuant to §55-210.26:1, the holder shall pay interest and a civil penalty up to $1,000 for each day 
the report and remittance is withheld up to a maximum of the lesser of $50,000 or 100 percent of the 
value of the property which should have been paid or delivered and shall be required to pay the 
administrator interest at the same annual rate as is applicable to delinquent taxes under §58.1-1812. 

• Why does Virginia have such a law? 
• To protect the property rights of the absentee owner and to reunite the owner with the property; 

• To provide the use of any funds that might arise from unclaimed property to the benefit of the 
general public rather than a chance possessor; and 

• To provide the holders relief from any liability and the responsibility of record keeping. 
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E-ZPASS CUSTOMER NOTIFICATION 

If an account has been inactive for more than 12 months, the 
following message is sent via email or U.S. Mail: 
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VIRGINIA E-ZPASS POLICIES & PROCEDURES 

According to the VDOT Tolling Division Administrator: 
 

• If the user requests that the account be kept open, the time-counter is reset for 
another 12 months.  There is no limit to the number of times a user may 
request to keep the account open. 

• If the user requests that the account be closed and returns the transponder(s), 
any account balance is refunded to the user.  If transponders are not returned, 
the cost of transponders is deducted from the refunded amount. 

• If the user does not contact Virginia E-ZPass within 30 days of receiving the 
notice, the account is closed and any account balance (minus the cost of 
transponders) is: 

1. Refunded to the credit card on the E-ZPass account, if possible 

2. Refunded by check sent to the mailing address on the account, if #1 is not 
possible 

3. Forwarded to the Virginia Treasury as Unclaimed Property, if the refund 
check (#2) is returned as undeliverable 
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

Given this clarification on Virginia E-ZPass deactivation 
policies and procedures, HRTPO staff does not recommend 
that the HRTPO Board send a letter to VDOT requesting that 
such policies and procedures not be applied in Hampton 
Roads. 
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www.ezpassva.com 
 

https://www.ezpassva.com/
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Discussion/Questions? 

 
 


